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New Project 
Daily exhibition and a monthly workshop 

Western Kurdistan Association is running daily exhibition and a monthly workshop 
on Kurdish Music, Kurdish History, Kurdish Literature, Kurdish traditions, Kurdish 
Film evening at 3pm on the first Tuesday each month for refugees and asylum 
seekers.  To attend and to get more information please contacts the WKA. 

 
 

FREE COURSE FOR REFUGEES AND ASYLUM SEEKERS  
Western Kurdistan Association is running computer course from April to September 
2009, for refugees and asylum seekers in Hammersmith and Fulham. For refugees 
and asylum seekers who are seeking employment or higher education. 

For more information please contact the WKA 
 

Obama Mideast Monitor    

Herro Mustafa appointed Biden's Mideast adviser 
by Steve Rosen                                                                                                                  March 22, 2009  

Herro Mustafa has been appointed Senior Advisor on the Middle East for Vice President Joseph 
Biden, under Biden's highly respected National Security Adviser Tony Blinken. Mustafa is the 
daughter of a Kurdish nationalist who fled Saddam Hussein's Iraq to find refuge in North Dakota. 
She grew up in the United States, and is the subject of a documentary, American Hero, about her 
efforts to relieve the suffering of the Kurdish people. She is a Foreign Service officer, and is fluent 
in Arabic, Kurdish and Greek. Mustafa returned to Iraq as the Coalition Provisional Authority 
coordinator for Ninevah Province, including Mosul, under Paul Bremer, and worked closely with 
then-Maj. General David Petraeus. Subsequently, she served at the National Security Council as 
Iran desk officer under Elliot Abrams in the Bush White House, and then as a special assistant to 
Secretary of State Rice and Undersecretary Bill Burns. Earlier in her career, she served in Beirut as 
a consular official. 
====================================================================== 
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UK Foreign and Commonwealth Office (FCO), 'Annual Report 
on Human Rights 2008: Major countries of concern – Syria', 

26/03/2009 

Source:http://www.fco.gov.uk/ 
[Note: the following document is an excerpt from the UK Foreign and 
Commonwealth Office's 'Annual Report on Human Rights 2008'. The full 
report is available at http://www.fco.gov.uk/resources/en/pdf/pdf15/human-
rights-2008] 
United Kingdom Foreign & Commonwealth Office 
 

Annual Report on Human Rights 2008 
Presented to Parliament by the 
Secretary of State for Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs 
by Command of Her Majesty 
March 2009 
Cm 7557 
ISBN: 978-0-10-175572-6 
© Crown Copyright 2009 
[…] 
 

Chapter 05: Major countries of concern 
 
Introduction 
This section of the report will focus on countries where human rights cause 
us the greatest concern, or where human rights issues attract a great deal of 
attention and activity, both bilaterally and multilaterally. 
The FCO and our Embassies around the world work to promote and protect 
human rights. This part of the report gives an overview of our concerns in 
each country selected and a summary of our activities to address these 
concerns, and looks ahead to forthcoming challenges. 
This is not an exhaustive survey of countries' records on human rights. Nor 
is it a league table of countries we consider the worst offenders. There are 
many other authoritative reports, issued by NGOs and other governments 
that publish information on a country-by-country basis. We do not intend to 
duplicate their efforts. In previous sections, we explain our policy and 
activities thematically, and through the prism of the FCO's policy goals. Here 
we explain how all of this is applied in various countries. 
We cover issues of concern in other countries throughout the report. Some 
countries with the worst human rights records appear in this section each 
year. It is important to keep the spotlight on the likes of North Korea, 
Turkmenistan and Belarus, and include those that attract a great deal of 
public interest, like Russia, Israel/Palestine and China. We also take into 
account the views of key stakeholders, such as the Foreign Affairs 
Committee. 
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Since the last report, we have added one country of concern. We agreed 
with the Foreign Affairs Committee's recommendation, as proposed by NGO 
stakeholders, that we include Somalia as a country of concern given the dire 
situation there. 
We have also removed Nepal as a country of concern, although the situation 
there is covered elsewhere in the report, notably in the democracy section. 
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the UN Charter clearly imply 
that the human rights situation in any country is the valid concern of all 
states. No country in the world has a perfect human rights record, although 
states fall short of that goal to widely varying degrees. This does not mean 
we can ignore or dismiss problems when they arise in our own or other 
countries. 
Where we have concerns we raise them, both bilaterally, through the EU, 
and in UN and other international fora. The most significant new UN human 
rights mechanism in recent history commenced in 2008. Under the Universal 
Periodic Review (UPR), for the first time the human rights situations in every 
UN member state will be reviewed. These reviews will take place over a four-
year period. The UK is a strong supporter of this process and works closely 
with other states to make it a success. 
We are also among the strongest supporters of the Organisation for Security 
and Co-operation in Europe's peer review approach to promoting and 
protecting human rights as a means of preventing conflict. We look to all 
states to co-operate with international human rights bodies and adhere to 
our shared values, which are contained in agreed documents. 
States should be open and accountable for their human rights records. How 
a state responds to criticism is an important measure of its commitment to 
human rights. We regularly engage in a frank dialogue with other states and 
look forward to their reactions to this report. 
[…] 
 

Syria 
Introduction 
The Syrian government's human rights record continues to be a cause for 
concern. The situation for Syria's Kurdish population has deteriorated 
significantly. Around 4,000 political prisoners, many of them members of the 
banned Muslim Brotherhood and the Communist Party, remain imprisoned in 
Syria. The Emergency Law, imposed in 1963, severely restricts basic rights. 
Public calls for its repeal by Syrian reformers have not been heeded. The 
Foreign Secretary raised human rights during his visit to Syria in November. 

 
Current concerns 

Civil society 
As reported in the 2007 Report, the development of civil society is severely 
restricted: all NGOs require government approval to be established, to 
undertake any activities or to accept foreign funding. The establishment of a 
Syrian Human Rights Council, proposed by the Baath Party in 2005, has 
been delayed indefinitely by the Syrian government. 
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On 7 August, economics professor Aref Dalila was released 7 years into a 
10-year sentence for criticising government policies in articles and remarks. 
Dalila is the last to be released of a group of 10 activists detained in the 
2001 crackdown following a brief period of openness known as the 
'Damascus Spring'. The authorities held Dalila in solitary confinement, and 
his health deteriorated sharply in 2006 following a stroke. Four of the 
activists detained with Dalila in 2001 and subsequently released (Kamal 
Labwani, Habib Saleh, Riad Seif and Walid al-Bunni) were recently 
imprisoned again for their peaceful opposition activities. 
The 'Damascus Declaration Twelve', a group of intellectuals and activists, 
were arrested in December 2007 after calling for democratic reforms in 
Syria. The 12 were charged in the Criminal Court on 30 July, in the biggest 
collective prosecution of Syrian dissidents in 7 years. On 29 October, all 12 
defendants, 11 men and one woman, were sentenced to two and a half 
years' imprisonment for the crimes of damaging the dignity of the state and 
distributing false news. 
Basel Ghalyoun has been held in detention by the State Security Branch in 
Damascus since 22 July. He was sentenced in Spain in October 2007 to 12 
years in prison for his alleged role in the Madrid bombings in 2004. However, 
his conviction was overturned by Spain's supreme court on 17 July 2008. He 
was subsequently deported to Syria by the Spanish authorities. According to 
his lawyer, since his arrest he has been allowed only one phone call to his 
family. 

 
Restriction of basic rights 

As noted in the 2007 Report, arbitrary arrests have continued during 2008. 
Reports have been published about torture in prison, poor prison conditions, 
arbitrary arrests and detentions, absence of rule of law and severely 
restricted civil liberties. In their report No Room to Breathe dated 18 October, 
Human Rights Watch noted that: 
"…the most serious barrier to the rights and freedoms of Syria's human 
rights community lies not in the law but in the role of the powerful security 
services, which routinely harass human rights groups and scrutinise their 
leaders, activities, and funding. The security services frequently operate 
even beyond the provisions of Syria's strict laws to arbitrarily break up 
meetings of human rights groups, bar activists from traveling, arrest them, 
and refer them to trial under charges such as 'spreading false information' 
and 'weakening nationalist sentiments". 
 

Freedom of the media 
The 1963 Emergency Law continues to allow the Syrian government to 
censor the media, and 153 internet sites have had their access blocked. 
Facebook and YouTube are banned as are all opposition party sites and 
many Lebanese news sites. Reuters news agency reported Syrian officials 
as saying that internet controls were needed to guard against attempts to 
spread sectarian divisions and "penetration by Israel". In 2008, the Syrian 
government banned popular pan-Arab dailies Al Hayatt and Sharq al Awsat. 
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Rights of Kurds 
Syria's estimated 1.7 million Kurds continue to suffer from discrimination, 
lack of political representation and tight restrictions on social and cultural 
expression. Around 300,000 are still denied citizenship. Approximately 150 
Kurds are at present being held in custody as political prisoners. In March, 
the army opened fire on a celebration of Kurdish New Year (Naw Roz) in 
north-east Syria, killing three people. 
On 10 October, the President issued Decree 49, which questions the right of 
Syrian citizens to hold property in the border areas of the country. There are 
to be, with immediate effect, no more entries in the land register. Property 
can no longer be bought or sold, nor can it be bequeathed to legal heirs. 
Those affected are the Kurds, concentrated in three areas on the Turkish–
Syrian border: Hasaka, Al-Raqah and Aleppo. 
The long-term policy of dispossession by Syria is causing mass poverty (80 
per cent of Kurds now live below the poverty line, compared with 40 per cent 
in 2005) and migration. Kurdish leaders estimate that 50 per cent of those 
living in the Kurdish villages along the border in 2007 migrated to Damascus 
and Aleppo in 2008. 
In October, 7 Kurdish parties and organisations demonstrated against 
Decree 49; 187 people were arrested, among them Dr Abd al Hakim Bashar, 
leader of the Kurdish Democratic Party, the largest Kurdish coalition party in 
Syria. 

UK action 
The Foreign Secretary raised human rights during the visit of the Syrian 
Foreign Minister to London, and during his visit to Syria. In addition, during 
his June visit to Damascus, the head of the Diplomatic Service, Peter 
Ricketts, met human rights defenders to discuss areas where the UK may be 
able to help to improve the situation. 
We have worked with the Swedish and French EU presidencies to ensure 
that human rights are raised with Syria. The French presidency issued two 
statements on human rights, the first on 19 September (www.ue2008.fr) and 
the second on 31 October (www.ue2008.fr) deploring the sentencing of the 
'Damascus Declaration Twelve'. Members of EU missions, including the UK, 
regularly attend trials of human rights activists. 
Our Embassy in Damascus ran a project in 2008 to assist a local human 
rights group to produce three reports for distribution in English and Arabic 
(on Syrian prison conditions and Iraqi refugees, and a general report on 
human rights in Syria). 

Forward look 
Human rights will remain an important strand of our bilateral and EU 
relations with the Syrian government. Our aim is to create wider links 
between official Syrian and relevant UK organisations and academic 
institutions as the basis for creating a wider civil society programme. 
(End) 
© UK Foreign and Commonwealth Office (FCO) 
==========================================================  
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Happy Newroz, the Kurdish New Year, we received hundreds 
of letters, cards and emails for Newroz 21 March 2009, we 

thanks all and a Happy New Year to every one and we hope 
the coming year to be the year of freedom for the Kurdish 

people and the happiness to all nations 
=========== 

HAPPY NEWROZ, THE KURDISH NEW YEAR 
 
NEWROZ events for 2009: 
1- Reception at Haringey Civic Centre for Newroz, Kurdish new year, celebrations 

on Friday 6th of March between 18;30-20;30pm, hosted by the mayor and leader 
of the council. 

2- Festival at Trafalgar Square on Saturday 14th of march, between 12;00-18;00pm. 
We are expecting over 15,000 people to attend.  

3- Reception for European Parliament elections hosted by Emily Thornberry on 
Tuesday, 17th of March between 18:30pm and 20:30pm.  

4- Reception at Croydon Town Hall for Newroz, Kurdish new year, celebrations on 
Friday 20th of March between 18;30-20;30pm, hosted by the mayor and leader of 
the council. 

5- Reception at the parliament by David Lammy for Kurdisg new year on Tuesday 
24th of march between 4pm and 6pm at the jubilee room.  Please invite only key 
people to this event. 

6- Reception at city hall, hosted by Boris Johnson, Mayor of London on Monday 
23rd of March between 18:00pm and 20;00pm. Please invite key people to this 
event.  

7- Reception at Islington Town Hall for Newroz, Kurdish new year, celebrations 
on Thursday 26th of March between 18;30-20;30pm, hosted by the mayor and 
leader of the council. 

8- Reception at Enfield Civic Centre for Newroz, Kurdish new year, celebrations on 
Friday 27th of March between 18;30-20;30pm, hosted by the mayor and leader of 
the council. 

9- Reception at Hackney Town Hall for Newroz on Monday 30th of March between 
7pm and 8;30pm, hosted by the Mayor of Hackney. 

10- Newroz party organised by the Kurds of Western Kurdistan on 21 March 2009.  
===================================================================== 
 

News of Syria 
 

On 13-11-2008 the Syrian security forces killed the Kurdish artist Mr. Lewend Hajo. 
On 20-1-2009 Syrian security forces killed the Kurdish writer Mr. Jalal Mella Isa. 
Recently the Syrian security forces searching to arrest many others Kurdish activists 
especially who run away from Syria as Mr. Khelil Bekr, Mr. Ahmed Mustafa, Mr. 
Awni Murad and Mrs. Hevi Mahmoud.  
============================================================ 
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The fifth anniversary of the Western Kurdistan uprising 

 
 

MEMORANDUM 
 
To: Mr. Bashar Al-Asad, President of the Republic of Syria, 
From: Kurdish demonstration Preparing Committee- HEVKARI 
 
 

On the Kurdish Question in of 
Western Kurdistan which is occupied by Syrian 

And the continuing the killing of Kurdish people in Syria, 
And in the third anniversary of the assassination of the 

Kurdish leader Dr Mashouq Al Khaznawi on 1-6-2005 by your 
regime 

 
Mr. Bashar Al-Asad, 
We are the Preparing Committee and many other organisations and Kurdish 
personalities presenting this memorandum in the name of Kurdish people in 
Western Kurdistan (Syrian Kurdistan) to recognize the rights of Kurdish nation in 
Syrian Kurdistan, before - Kurdistan - to be separated by the international forces 
as done to Iraqi Kurdistan since 1991. We would like you to recognize our rights, 
and to build a strategic relation between the Arabs and the Kurds. The Kurds who 
are now about 40 millions and more than three millions of them inside the Syrian 
political borders and it is your decision to make the 40 million people to be friend to 
the Arabs or not. 
 
We would like to draw your attention to some light on the situation in Western 
Kurdistan (Syrian Kurdistan). 
 
The situation in Western Kurdistan faces, as it has always done, a political and 
media blackout by the Syrian Government. 
 
However, in order to clarify the situation in Western Kurdistan we would like to give 
you a brief account of the Kurdish question in general. 
The Kurdish people is the fourth largest nation in the Middle East and the largest 
nation in the world without a national state. Kurdistan used to be, like all the 
existing countries in the Middle East - except Iran -, under the rule of the Ottoman 
Empire. In the aftermath of the First World War when the Ottoman Empire 
disintegrated (1918) it seemed the most reasonable solution that Kurdistan should 
be granted national independence. Although the Treaty of Sevres (1920) did 
provide the creation of an independent Kurdish State, when Mustafa Kamal 
became the Turkish leader he refused to accept this. A second treaty of Lauzanne 
was signed in 1923, and Kurdistan was not mentioned in it. Then in a Franco-
Turkish agreement the railway line between Mousel (a city in Iraqi Kurdistan) and 
Aleppo (a city in Syrian Kurdistan) became the border line between Turkey and 
Syria. The result of these agreements, in which the Kurds had no saying 
whatsoever, was the division of Kurdistan. The Kurds have never accepted this, so 
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they started their continuous struggles against the regimes occupying Kurdistan, 
namely Iraq, Turkey, Syria, Iran, and the former Soviet Union. These governments 
since then have practised the most repressive policies in the history of mankind 
against the Kurds. 
For 80 years the Kurds have had no national rights, and their country Kurdistan 
was divided and occupied as an international colony, and the Kurds have been 
prosecuted, massacred, assimilated and denied the very basic human rights. 
In fact the Kurds are asking now, especially after the Halabja disaster and the 
recent genocide which is still carrying on, to be separated from Iraq and all 
occupiers of Kurdistan. Whether the Kurds are demanding full independence or a 
more limited autonomy or extension of electricity to their villages in these States 
the Kurdish people are face severe restrictions and harsh oppression. 
As we mentioned earlier the Franco - Turkish agreement (Ankara Treaty 1921) set 
the boundary which separated the Syrian Kurdistan from the motherland Kurdistan. 
As a result thousands of families were divided. 
Those on the northern side of the railway line came under Turkish occupation (and 
in fact regarded as Turks by the Turkish government), and those on the southern 
side of the railway line came under the Syrian occupation, whose population now 
is more than two millions, (and in fact regarded as Arabss by the Syrian 
government). 
The Kurds in Syria during the twenties and thirties enjoyed to some extent press 
and publishing freedom, and had their own centres and organizations under the 
French colony. When Syria got independence in 1946 and Arabs took control of 
the government, the Kurds lost everything they achieved. 
All Kurdish centres were closed, organisations were banned and all Kurdish 
publications, books, magazines and newspapers, new and old were confiscated. 
The leaders of the Kurdish people in Syria were sent into exile or executed. 
Below are a few examples of these atrocities: 
1- In 1930 the French colonial in Syria exiled the Kurdish leader Osman Sabri to 

the Island of Madagascar. He was brought back as a result of a heavy pressure 
by the Kurds on the authority. Since then, this Kurdish hero had been arrested 
on more than 18 occasions and spent more than 12 years behind bars. He was 
not allowed to travel as well because he had been deprived of his Syrian 
nationality. 

2- In 1951 the Syrian authorities assassinated Prince Jaladat Bader Khan and 
exiled his brother (Prince Kameran), and a number of Kurdish dignitaries such 
as Dr. Noraddin Zaza. 

3- In 1958 the Syrian authorities dismissed hundreds of Kurdish officers from the 
Syrian army because just they are Kurds, among them were: The chief of staff 
in the Syrian Army General Tawfik Nizamaddin, General Mahmod Shewkat, 
Colonel Fuad Malatali, Colonel Bakri Qotresh... 

4- In 31/11/1960 the Syrian authorities burnt to death 380 Kurdish children in the 
town of Amouda while they were watching a film in the cinema. 

5- In 1962 the Syrian authorities deprived 150 000 Kurds of the Syrian citizenship 
in the province of Al-Jazierah. 

6- In 1967 the Syrian authorities carried out a racial policy called "the Arab Belt" 
which aimed at the expulsion of the Kurdish population living along the borders 
of Iraq and Turkey "15 km wide and 375 km long" and replacing Arabs in their 
areas. The purpose was to separate these Kurdish areas of Kurdistan from 
other Kurdish areas in Iraq and Turkey. 
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7- A group of patriotic Kurds have been arrested in Syria for more than 15 years 
without any court decision, one of these Mr.Daham Mero was released recently, 
and that was because of his age, he was over eighty, and many other Kurdish 
political prisoners have been killed as Dr. Hamid Sino, or created a mental 
illness to them as Mr. Bahjat Mohamed. 

8- On March 21, 1986 the Syrian authorities prevented the Kurds from celebrating 
their national day "Newroz". The Kurds organized a peaceful demonstration in 
Damascus protesting against this action. The Syrian army then opened fire at 
the rally and as a result a Kurdish youth was killed and tens injured. 

9- In 23/3/1993 the Syrian authorities burnt to death 72 Kurdish prisoners in the 
central prison of Al-Hasaka city. 

10- Now, in Syria hundreds of schools teaching English, French, German, 
Spanish, Armenian Turkish, Farsi and Hebrew but no one single school for 
teaching Kurdish language. 

11- On 12-3-2004 the Syrian regime secret police and the nationalist Baathist 
incited and attacked the Kurdish civilians in Qamishly and in all Kurdish cities 
and areas. Hundreds of the Kurds were murdered and injured, thousands were 
jailed. 

We request from the Syrian government to grant our people the civil and political 
rights, by taking legal and official actions to: 
1- Officially recognise the national existence of the Kurds both as a nation in the 

Syrian constitution. 
2- Taking official steps towards teaching our children the Kurdish language in 

primary schools and making it possible to our people to use their language in 
business, press and media. 

3- Taking legal and official steps towards granting our people the right to practice 
our believes freely. 

4- Granting the nationality certificate to all our people who have been deprived of 
one since 1962, and canceling all legislations opposing that. 

5- Release of all political prisoners, including who arrested during the Kurdish 
demonstrations in Damascus in 25/6/2003, in Aleppo in 30/6/2003 and in the 
great uprising in all parts of Western Kurdistan in 12 March 2004 and send the 
Syrian secret police officers who were responsible of the killing of our people to 
a fair court, and to pay for the families of our victims, you should send now a 
personal apologies to the Kurdish families who lost their members during the 
massacre of 12 March 2004, 20 March 2008, the family of Al-Khaznawi and all 
other Kurdish victims who been deprived of their rights, killed, injured and 
tortured by security forces of your regime, otherwise we are going to ask a 
help from our friends world wide. 

 
 
On 12-3-2009, a peaceful demonstration holds by the Kurdish community in 
London and their friends, in front of the Syrian Embassy at 2.00 to 3.30pm, to 
support the rights of Kurdish people in Western Kurdistan (Syrian 
Kurdistan). During the demonstration the above Memorandum presented to 
the Syrian Embassy. 
 
=========================================================== 
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The Kurdish community, Committee of HEVKARI and the friends of Kurdish 
community in the UK have had several activities in the UK to the remember the 
victims of 12 March 2004, one of it a demonstration front of the Syrian 
Embassy on 12 March 2009: 
 

   
 

Dr Jawad Mella and Mr Mukhlis Khalaf talking to the demostrators 
 
 

   
 
Some members of the demonstration talking to the TV and carrying banners 
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Councillor Antony Lillis at Palingswick House- Open Day on 27-11-2008 
Between members of our Kurdish community and at the Kurdish Museum 

 

  
 
Every day the Kurdish Museum, Library and Archive receives books, 
documents and Kurdish hand made items, as books of the history of the 
Kurdish city of Mousil (830pages) by Mr Darsim Dibegeyi, Kurdistan and 
politics of oil resources by Mr Sardar Bishdare, A Concise Etymological 
Dictionary of the Kurdish language by Dr Jemal Nebez, many thanks to them 
on their excellent gifts which will enrich the Kurdidh language and history 
sections of the Library. 
 
 

     
 

  
 

======================================================================== 
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Below three lists of the Kurdish community who support  
WKA and the Kurdish Museum, Library and Archive

Financial support 
Since September 2007 the Kurdish Museum, 
Library and Archive received financial support 
of £4000.-  from our community members: 

1. Dr Jemal Nebez 
2. Engineer Bruska Ibrahim 
3. Mr. Mohamed Salih 
4. Mrs Kouch Hafid 
5. Mr. Sardar Rahman 
6. Mr. Suleman Mumtaz 
7. Mr. Jan Osman 
8. Mr. Zara Komo 
9. Mr. Ahmed Sheikhmos 
10. Mr. Jihad Baker 
11. Mr. Lokman Mohamed 
12. Mr. Zen Hussino 
13. Mr. Samir Hamadou 
14. Mr. Dildar Hajiomrani 
15. Mr. Mohamed Mustafa 
16. Mr. Awni Murad 
17. Mr. Majdal Avdal 
18. Mr. Heval H. Ismail 
19. Mr. Mamo Alo 
20. Mr. Ahmed Dado 
21. Mr. Azad Khalil 
22. Mr. Rizgar Haji 
23. Mr. Alan Murshid 
24. Mr. Bangin Aref 
25. Mr. Omar El Haji 
26. Mr. Hoshyar Mohammed 
27. Mr. Fawaz Abi 
28. Mr. Husein Mustapha 
29. Mr. Mohamed Ibrahim  
30. Mr. Jano Khalil 
31. Mr. Fathi Kobano 
32. Mr. Abdulkadir Osman 
33. Mr. Ahmed Imam 
34. Mr. Hasan Nabou 
35. Mr. Hakam Kharsa 
36. Mr. Taha Fatah 
 

Items Donated 
Since September 2007 the Kurdish Museum, 
Library and Archive received 500 items Kurdish 
hand made from our community members: 

1. Louisa kak Hama Amin Attar 
2. Dr Jemal Nebez 
3. Engineer Bruska Ibrahim 
4. Mr. Kamaran Sheikh Gharib 
5. Mr. Ferhad Zen Aloush 
6. Mr Dara Attar 
7. Dr. Aziz Fazil Akrawi 
8. Engineer Ghiyath Ahmed 
9. Engineer Nihad Mella 
10. Mrs. Berivan Doski 

11. Mrs Dilkesh Murad 
12. Mr Ibrahim Khalil 
13. Mr. Majid Salayi 
14. Dr Sami Khafaf 
15. Dr Mohamed Yousef 
16. Dr. Jawad Mella 
17. Mr. Latif Mohamed 
18. Mrs Homa Soghra 
19. Mr Lokman Mohamed 
20. Dr. Sarkawt Karim 
21. Mr Mohamed S. Mahmod 
22. Mrs Ashna Shalaw 
23. Mrs Harriet Allsopp  
24. Mr. Fawaz Abi 
25. Mr. Ari Sindi 
26. Mr. Motaz Mustafa Kamil 
27. Mr. Amr Shams 
28. Mr. Abdulrahman 
29. Dr Mohamed Moustafa 
30. Mrs Molouk Vakili 
31. Mr Sardar Bishdare 
32. Mr Darsim Dibegeyi 
33. Mrs Layla Barzani 
34. Tariq Amedi 
35. Rebwar Saeed 
36. Qamar Ali 
37. Awat Namiq 

 
Volunteers 
Western Kurdistan Association has no paid staff 
for more than 12 years and runs its all projects 
by volunteers. Volunteers of the WKA and 
Kurdish Museum, Library and Archive are: 

1. Dr. Mohamed Mustafa 
2. Mr Goran Nawzad Ali 
3. Mrs Rola Mannan 
4. Mr. Shirwan Rashid 
5. Dr. Sami Khafaf 
6. Dr Ashti Horami 
7. Miss Bana Amin 
8. Mr. Jihad Baker 
9. Mr. Alan Murshid 
10. Mr. Zen Huseino 
11. Mr. Rizgar Haji 
12. Mr. Rizgar Mella 
13. Mr. Sipan Osman 
14. Mr. Saer Al Haji 
15. Mr. Zakeria Ahmed 
16. Mr. Kawa Yousef 
17. Mr. Zara Komo 
18. Mr. Jan Osman 
19. Mr Kahoon Mohamed 
20. Mr. Yusuf Gilgil 
21. Mrs. Mashkhal Sadiq 
22. Mrs. Soma Melazade 
23. Mr. Shero Lokman 
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The WKA and the Kurdish Museum, Library and Archive attended many 
workshops, seminars, meetings and conferences, regarding the community and the 
refugees in general and regarding the cultures and heritage in London one of the 
was Historical Royal Palaces  Employment Ambassador Event final instructions on 
30th March 2009 at Hampton Court Palace. 

Flayers of some of the conferences that WKA attended it: 
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Activities of the WKA: serving the community, Radio 
Broadcasting, different kind of courses as English, computer and 

Kurdish heritage and Football Club 
 

     
Free English and computer courses for refugees at Western Kurdistan Association 

 

 
 

Kurdistan Football Club established by Western Kurdistan Association since 2004 
 

======================================================================= 

Kurdish Museum, Library and Archive  
 
The first Museum for the Kurdish heritage in the world is one of the main culture 
resources for the school-age children of Hammersmith and Fulham Borough and 
to the academics and researchers in the UK. 
 
Let’s make Hammersmith and Fulham Borough more colourful and tourist area 
for all nations and for the 3 million Kurds living in Europe for the coming London 
Olympics on 2012. 


